
Legal Productivity Solutions

Legal Productivity Solution for Companies
As soon as companies reach the point that they employ their own legal staff, i.e. a chief counsel or other employee who functions as 
their legal advisor and designee, they face new productivity challenges. How can they efficiently respond to queries? How can they 
streamline time-intensive processes like contract signatures? How can they facilitate secure collaboration whenever needed? Barracuda 
has products that solve all these challenges.

Barracuda ArchiveOne Advanced Discovery
Designed for non-IT professionals, Advanced Discovery provides a search window into company email and data that satisfies many 
Early Case Assessment requirements, internal investigations, and discovery requests. Its key features include:

• Access-from-anywhere Web console

• Intuitive navigation for non-IT personnel 

• Ability to manage multiple cases, summaries, and collections at once

• Automatic legal hold

• Straightforward tagging and export for further review and disclosure

CudaSign 
Designed to be straightforward, operate within or outside company firewalls, CudaSign simplifies the process of obtaining legally-
binding signatures for contracts, forms, and other business documents. Its key features include:

• Top-rated mobile application, perfect for on-the-go signatories and remote users

• Real-time tracking of document status (receipts, opens, signs)

• Different field types provide on-the-fly validation of data and simplified search and retrieval

• Integrations with top online applications (including Salesforce, Office 365, and Google Apps) 

• Works across on-premise and cloud environments

Barracuda is a leader in productivity, security and content management for mid-size organizations. 
Our products and cloud services range from award-winning backup solutions and set-and-forget 
archiving to Web-enabled document collaboration. Hundreds of IT professionals in the legal 
community already rely on Barracuda solutions. Our legal productivity solutions highlight specific 
Barracuda products that solve the unique challenges faced by legal professionals.
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CudaDrive 
Collaboration and document synchronization has never been simpler nor more secure than with CudaDrive, which features 
Barracuda’s secure private cloud for document synchronization, storage and collaboration. Its key features include:

• Access documents from desktops, laptops, tablets, and mobile devices

• Data stored in the CudaDrive cloud is protected with server-side AES-256-SHA encryption

• Sharing documents is straightforward via secure, permission-based email links

• A combination of permission-based editing rights, file version access, and the ability 
to restore deleted files provides unparalleled document security

Legal Productivity Solution for Law Firms
Clients turn their most trusted information over to law firms; they rely on these firms to guide them through challenges that can have a 
tremendous impact on their companies. These law firms face productivity challenges, especially as they serve many masters. How can 
they ensure this trusted data is truly protected? How can they reduce the productivity logjams that legal paperwork create? How can they 
facilitate data access whenever and wherever the need arises across their attorneys and partners, all in a secure environment? Barracuda 
has products that solve all these challenges.

Barracuda Security Suite
Our security suite combines three of our most popular security products – Barracuda Firewall, Barracuda Web Filter, and Barracuda 
Spam Firewall.  With this suite, law firms benefit from:

• Advanced threat detection 

• Granular application control and content policies

• Anti-spam and email security services

• SSL VPN as well as Client-to-site VPN for secure access by remote employees

• Mobile device management to deploy, configure, and manage devices in a secure environment

CudaSign 
CudaSign simplifies the process of obtaining legally-binding signatures for contracts, forms, and other business documents as well 
as tracking the status of these documents. Its key features include:

• Top-rated mobile application which can even provide “ in-person” signatures

• Real-time tracking of document status that records receipts, opens, and signs

• “Just like Ink” digital signatures reinforce validity when documents are printed

• Integrates with top online applications including Office 365, and Google Apps 

• Works across on-premise and cloud environments

CudaDrive 
Documents are at the heart of legal activities, and CudaDrive simplifies the storage, sharing, delivery and collaboration among 
distributed users in a secure private cloud environment. Its key features include:

• Powerful desktop and mobile applications simplify access to work files wherever users need to access them

• All data in the CudaDrive cloud is protected with server-side AES-256-SHA encryption

• CudaDrive leverages permission-based editing rights, file version access, and even 
the ability to restore deleted files to ensure document security

• Data in different accounts can be completely separated yet simultaneous access can be provided by user and workgroup


